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1THE USE OF TILt; STKAIN GAGE TO DETEEMIHE
STRESSES IN STEEL STRUCTURES.
The strain gage of the type invented by Professor Berry of
the University of Pennsylvania has "been put to valuable service
in recent years in the investigation of stresses in structures.
It has established for itself a prominent place in well
equipped testing laboratories where it has been used on steel,
concrete and other materials. One of the more important uses to
which it has been put was in the investigation by Professors
Talbot and Lloore of the University of Illinois of the distributioi,
of the stresses in latticed columns. It was also used by Pro-
fessors Talbot and Moore as c field instrument in the test of a
latticed column in a steel railway bridge. It has also been used
as a field instruiaent in the testing of steel columns by Professor
r -
Basquin of Northwestern University /and by Ilr. Howard of the
Government testing laboratories./ The investigations of built up
—
1
columns are described in Bulletin No. 44 of the University of
Illinois Engineering Experiment Station, llr. Howard's tests are
described in the Proceedings of the International Society for
Testing Materials for 1912.
The strain gage has been put to what is probably its most
successful use in the field tests on reinforced concrete buildings
under load which are very fully described in Bulletin No. 64 of th
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station, written by
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3Professor A. H. Talbot and A. Slater. The reader is referred
to this "bulletin for excellent descriptions not only of these tests
but also of the various types of the Berry strain gage which are
in general use.
The 'strain gages used in the investigations covered by this
thesis were hoth modifications of the Berry strain gage as mar-
keted. One had a gage length of 10 inches and the other, a gage
length of 60 inches.
The 10-inch strain gage used consists of a metal frame with
two pointed steel legs projecting at right angles from the same
side of it. One of these is attached rigidly to the frame by
means of a thumb screw. The other leg is the short arm of a bell
crank lever, the long arm of which extends longitudinally within
the frame. The plunger of an Ames gage head is in contact with
the upper surface of the long arm of the lever near its free end
and this gage head records the motion at its point of contact
to l/lOOO of an inch. The ratio between the lengths of the short
and long arms of the lever is 5 to 1 so that a change of one
division on the gage head recorded a movement at the point of
short arm of the lever of l/SOOO of an inch. The short arm of
this lever is known as the movable leg of the strain gage.
To use the instrument, two small holes 10 inches apart are
bored in the material to be tested. The distance between them
is called a gage line. The points of the two legs are inserted
in these holes and the reading on the Ames gage head is taken.
Stress is then applied to the material ^ P-nd the new reading on
the Ames gage is taken. The difference between the first and

4second readings is the deformation of the memher under stress.
The unit deformation is found hy dividing this difference by
10 inches, the length of the gage line. The unit-stress in the
material is then found by multiplying this quotient by the value
of the modulus of elasticity of the material under test.
In testing steel the above calculations may be greatly
simplified. A change of one division in the reading of the strain
gage indicates a change in the lO-inch length of the gage line
of 1/5000 in. The change per unit length is l/50,000 in. If
an average value of 30.000,000 lb. per sq.in. be assumed for
the modulus of elasticity of steel, a change of one division on
the Ames gage head represents a change in unit-stress of l/50,000
X 30,000,000 = 600 lb. per sq.in.
It will be noted that the change in unit stress corresponding
to a change of one division on the Ames gage head will vary in-
versely as the length of the gage line; that is, if this length
were 20 inches, the change in unit-stress corresponding to one
division of change on the Ames gage head would be 300 lb. per
sq.in.; if the length were 60 inches the change in unit-stress
would be 100 lb. per sq.in. etc.
With this idea in mind Professor Lloore devised a strain
gage with points 60 inches apart. Ke separated the frame of a
Berry strain gage into two parts attached to one of which was
the fixed leg of the gage and to the other, the bell crank lever :
and Ames gage head. These were screwed to the two ends of a
stiff oak bar and so adjusted that the points of the legs were
60 inches apart. This instrument possesses several advantages
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6over the shorter instrument. It is six times as sensitive and
it reduoes any error due to defects in the gage holes to l/6th
of their magnitude for the 10-inch instrument. Beside, it is
much easier to hold this strain gage steady for a given reading,
and to obtain uniform presv^sures on the instrument for consecutive
readings than is possible with the 10-inch instrument. As a
result the errors of observation with this instrument should be
much less than with the shorter one, and the records of tests
prove thpt such is the case. It is therefore very desirable type
of instrument.
Its limitations, however, are twofold. fl) Two men are
needed as observers, as against one for the shorter instrument.
(2) It can only be used to determine stresses in comparatively
long members and only over comparatively long lengths on these.
Thus it would be useless in such a test as the one on the IJorth
Avenue Bridge, where it was desired to investigate for high local
stresses in a bent bar.
In preparing for a test, the members to be tested are
selected and the position of the gage lines upon them carefully
determined. Gage holes .055 in. in diameter are then drilled to
a depth about equal to the diameter. The drill used in these
tests was a hand drill and considerable care was exercised in
keeping it as nearly as possible normal to the surface to be
drilled. The holes were then reamed to make them smooth. The
reading of the Ames gage head for each hole was next taken while
the member was unstressed. No records were made of these readings
until five consecutive readings were obtained which varied by not



8more than two divisions on the Ames gage head, and the number then
recorded was the average of the five. This average number will
he known as an observation. This precaution was necessary, for
it was found that a variation in the direction or intensity of
the pressure used in entering the legs of the strain gpge into
the holes seriously affected the readings obtained. Because
different observers applied the strain gage to the holes differ-
ently, the same observer was always used in obtaining observations
under zero load and under applied load.
While observations on the established gage lines were being
taken, reference observations were taken on gage lines established
upon separate bars of steel. These observations were taken very
frequently. One was usually obtained for every four or five
observations upon the member being tested. The observations on
these separate bars are known as standard observations and the
bars themselves as standard bars. The object of these standard
observations was twofold. Their first object was to determine
the temperature deformation of the member tested and of the
strain gage. As the standard bar was always in %n unstressed
condition any change in observations made upon it were due to the
relative temperature deformation between it and the strain gage.
As care was taken to keep the standard bar and the material tested
at the same temperature, this difference was also a measure of
the relative deformation between the standard bar and the member
under test. It was now assured that all readings were taken at
the same speed and that any relative deformation between strain
gage and test material as observed between consecutive observa-

9tions on the standard bar took place uniformly. In this way
a correction figure was added to or subtracted from the differ-
ence between the observations under zero and applied load which
were taken for every gage line on the member. This correction
figure will be found on the data sheets under the caption "Cor-
rection" .
The standard bar has another important function. In sev-
eral test^ repairs were made to the instrument betv/een zero and
load observations, which materially changed the distance between
gage points. The standard bar provides for the measurement of
such changes, or rather its length may be considered as a stand-
ard unstressed length to which all others may be referred. For
reasons given later the standard bar was not used in all tests,
but the temperature deformation was found by taking two sets of
zero readings, one immediately before and one immediately after
the load was applied and any difference between zero readings
was assumed to be due to temperature deformation and to take
place gradually and uniformly throughout the interval between
zero readings. A further discussion of this method of correction
for temperature is given later.
This thesis was undertaken to answer as well as possible
the following questions:
(1) Can a strain gage be used on steel buildings for the
determination of stresses in their various members without re-
sorting to expensive preparation and special loading?
(2) Can a test for such determination be successfully made
upon a building under erection without considerable cooperation
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on the part of the erecting force and some delay in or interference
with the operation of erection?
(3) Are the stress determinations as found with the strain
gage reliable and precise enough to allow its use in some of the
still unsolved problems in structural engineering?
(4) Is its use of practical value as an assurance of the
safety or dangerousness of structures which are subjected to
peculiar or unusual conditions of stress?
Five tests were made in connection with this investigation,
two of thera on buildings under erection, for which the applied
load was the dead load of the steel work and the applied roof
loads, and three upon railroad bridges on which the load was
easily applied by means of engines and cars. The tests will be
taken up separately in detail.

Plate IV.
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Test _qn the Arch Trusses Supporting the Eoof
of ITew Armory Hall at the University _of Illinois .
The steel work supporting the roof of the new University
Armory consists of three hinged arches of 206 ft. span and 94ft .3in
rise, center to center of pins. Tests were made on parts of two
of the arch ribs to determine the stresses due to (l) the weight
of the steel work, (2) the weight of the roof, and (3) the combined
weight
.
The 10—inch strain gage was used in this investigation.
125 gage lines were established on the main truss members and more
than 75 more were established on the purlins and on gusset plates.
After it was found that the stresses in the web members and in
the higher chord members would be very low, observations under load
were limited to the chord members in three lowest panels in which
gage lines were established. The gage lines in the purlins were
practically inaccessible after erection and observations on them
were not made. after erection.
In general, the gage holes were bored and initial observations
were taken while the material was on cars in the yards of the
Illinois Central Railroad in Champaign. At this time the arch
sections were standing vertically. A few of the holes were bored
and initial observations were taken at the armory site, where the
sections lay flat either upon the ground or on other sections.
In taking zero observations, simultaneous observations were taken
on a steel standard bar and also on an invar steel bar. After
erection the invar bar was dispensed with and simultaneous observa—
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tions were taken on the steel standard bar only. V/henever possible
duplicate and triplicate observatipEBboth for zero load and under
stress were taken.
To obtain the stresses due to dead load, the weight of the
steel structure was calculated from the detailed drawings of the
structure and the calculations were verified by comparison v/ith
the shipping weights of the material. The roof loads were obtained
through access to the specifications, and by weighing a square foot
of the roofing material used.
The stresses were then obtained graphically^ and analytical
calculations were made to verify the accuracy of the graphical
constructions.
Plate Al', shows a drawing of one half of an arch rib, as well
as the graphical calculations, and the calculated panel loads
due to steel and roof. The stresses in the chord members are given
in a table on this plate and a sketch shows the location of the
gage lines on the truss members.
Table Al gives the calculated dead load unit stresses in the
chords and Table A2 gives some of the observed stresses in the
same members.
Discussion of Results.—The results given in the table are
typical of the results obtained throughout. They are not satis-
factory, and some causes will be given for their lack of trust-
worthiness •
Ten such causes may be enumerated.
fl) In general, the members to be tested were packed on cars
and were difficult of access, necessitating a cramped position
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while taking zero readings,
(2) The initial or zero readings were taken in midwinter,
during extremely cold weather, when it was difficult to obtain
precise readings.
(3) Much haste was necessary to obtain the desired readings
"before the material was unloaded from the cars. In several cases
the last readings were taken with the hook of the derrick already
attached to the members.
(4) Upon arrival at the armory site the material was dumped
upon very muddy ground and tramped upon with muddy boots by the
erectors so that many of the gage holes were filled with mud.
(5) As soon as the zero observations were taken on a gage line
the holes were filled with vaseline to render them dirt and rust
proof. In spite of this precaution the sides of many of the gage
holes were rusty when examined after erection.
(6) A faulty instrument rendered many of the observations
questionable before the fault was discovered and remedied.
(7) 7/hen using the lO-inch instrument, it is important that the
observer assume as nearly as possible the same physical position
for all readings on a gage line, for a variation in the magnitude
and direction of the pressure upon the instrument causes consid-
erable variation in the readings obtained. This was impossible
in this test.
(8) Erection stresses and erection deformations might affect
very considerably the observed stresses. As an illustration, two
gage lines in chord U5U7 were rendered valueless because the
chord had been visibly bent in erection.
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(9) In order to keep paint out of the holes during the appli-
cation of the field coat, stickers were pasted over the holes. Ilanj
of these were partially or v/holly removed during the considerable
length of time before the paint was applied and consequently many
holes were filled with paint. This was removed as well as possible,
but the subsequent readings were questionable.
(10) It is quite conceivable that rather high local secondary
stresses might exist in the structure due to unequal heating of
the steel work under the action of the sun.
After the successful use of the 60-inch strain gage at Kankakee,
ten gage lines of this length were established in L5L7 and UgUy,
and an attempt was made to measure the effect of the roof load
on these members with this gage. Due to an unavoidable change in
observers and to the difficulty of taking accurate readings in
safety, this attempt did not prove satisfactory.
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ARMORY TRUSSES
Table k-^
Table of Calculated Dead Load Stresses
on Tested Chords
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Test _of Trusses in jthe Stock Pavilion
at the University of Illinois *
After it was found that the re£?ults obtained in testing the
Armory were of doubtful value and after the successful test of the
Kankakee Bridge, which is described later, it was felt that
greater success might be obtained on steel buildings with the
eO-inch strain gage than with the 10-inch instrument.
The Stock Pavilion at the University was then under constructio i
and when the steel trusses were received at the building, gage lines
were established in the upper and lower chords and in one of the
diagonals of the truss at the east end of the building and in the
upper and lower chords of the westernmost of the main trusses.
It was possible to obtain several sets of initial readings
on the east truss before it was erected, but only one set could
be obtained on the west truss.
After erection it was found that the gage lines in the upper
chords of the two trusses were inaccessible, but observations
were taken on the lower chords of both trusses and on the diagonal
of the east truss.
The data obtained and the results obtained therefrom are given
in the following tables.
Computations .
We s t Trus
s
.—After erection the load coming on this truss
consisted of its dead weight and the weight of the portion of the
roof which it upholds. Plate Si shows the loads calculated to
come on the structure and the panel loads resulting therefrom, ss
well as the dimensions of the truss, the location and composition
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of the tested chord and the location of the gp.ge lines in the
chord
.
The total load on the tested chord L3L4 is found hy dividing
the moment at L3 or L4 by the effective depth.
This moment = 11.500 x 40 •~lo|"~3800 x 3 x 13'-7:|" = 314.621 ft.lh.
The total stress in = 314,621 14.503 = 21,570 Ih
.
Unit stress in L3L4 = 21,570 -;. 6.1 = 3535 Ih . per sc-.in.
The average observed stress in this member from table = 4035 lb.
per sq.in.
At the tine of the last test, planking had been laid by workmen
from the test truss to the next truss east. This load amounted
to about 10 lb. per lineal foot of truss, which resulted in an
increase in bending moment at L3 of 10,750 ft. lb. and a corres-
ponding increase in the unit stress in L5L4 of 120 lb. per sq.in.
This would increase the calculated stress to 3655 lb . per
sq.in., which is but 380 lb. per sq.in. less than the observed
stress.
East Truss . The loading on this truss was very complex,
consisting of (1) the weight of the truss itself; (2) the weight
of a brick wall 4 ft. high; (3) the weight of the roof of the main
pavilion which is upheld by this truss together with that of the
struts which carried this load to the truss; (4) the weight of a
glass wall from the top of the brick wall to the roof, and (5)
the end reactions of the steel latticed girders which carry the
roof of the bay. The combined loading is shown in the upper
figure on Plate S2 and the panel loads resulting therefrom in
the lower figure on this plate. This plate also shows the loca-
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tion of the tested members, and of the gage lines on them and give J
the composition of the members tested.
The reactions at the ends of this truss, which is sj'-mmetrical
in both form and loading, are 27,620 Ih. The shear at UgLg =
27,620 - 12,450 = 15,170 Ih
.
The total stress in U2L3 = 15,170 x = 20,200 Ih .
1 •o
?0 POO
Unit stress in UoL-z = ^'^^^ 6235 lb. per sq.in.
3 . 24
Average observed stress in UgLg from Table = 5435 lb. per
sq.in.
The difference between the average observed and the computed
stress is 800 lb. per sq.in.
If the first set of readings is omitted, since there is no
check on the standard bar reading for this set, the average of
the last two will give an observed stress of 5680 lb. per sq.in.
This is but 555 lb. per sq.in. less than the computed stress.
The total stress in the chord L4L5 is found by dividing
the moment at L5 by the effective depth.
This moment = 27,620 x 32 '-7^" - 6875 x 26' ~ 2|" - 5575
1 ot 11
X 20 '-5—" - 3600 X 13 '-7|" - 9800 x 6'-9y5" = 490,654 ft. lb.
Total stress in L4L5 = 490^650 -;- 7.6 = 64.560 lb.
Unit stress in L4L5 = 64.560 ^ 95 = 6797 lb.
Observed stress in L4L5 = 7727 lb. per sq.in., a difference
from the observed stress of 930 lb. per sq.in.
Discussion of Results .—The differences betv/een the computed
and observed stresses are always less than 1000 lb. per sq.in.
This can probably be reduced further for the follov/ing reasons
:
(1) Too few sets of zero readings were taken for greatest
accuracy. •
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(2) Two fev/ sets of readings were taken under load.
(5) The zero and load readings were not usually taken Idj
the same observers.
(4) It was necessary to dismantle the GO-in. strain gage
after the zero readings were taken in order to use it as an G—in.,
gage on another structure. It was assembled again to be used for
determining readings under load. It is rather surprising that no
larger differences between observed and computed stresses were
found. This illustrates rather strikingly the second function of
the standard bar< mentioned earlier in this thesis.
(5) The exact loads on the trusses and particularly on t?ie
west truss would be very difficult to determine.
Striking phenomena in this test are the imequal stresses in
the two angles composing the lower chord of the west truss ejid
the flexure in U2L3 of the east truss, the exact causes of v^^hich
would be hard to determine', but which were evidently developed
during erection.
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Test of the Railroad Bridge over the Kankakee Eiver
at Kankakee , Illinois » '
At the request of the railroad company a test was made on
some of the eye~har memhers of the railroad bridge which spans
the Kankakee Eiver at Kankakee, Illinois.
Professor Lloore of the University of Illinois had charge of
the test. The experimenters were interested in the test largely
to determine the accuracy of the strain gage under the conditions
peculiar to railway steel structures.
The three spans of the "bridge were gone over to find loose
eye~hars and tests were made on members in all of them. Plate K2
shows the location of the members tested, which included two
hangers, two diagonal members, one upper chord, pnd one lower
chord member. In everj'" case gage lines were established on these
members hi3. both trusses.
The instrument used on this test. was the 60-in. strain gsge,
previously described in this discussion. Standard steel bars were
prepared to be used for reference on this test, but they were
soon abandoned bec«u5e it was found early in the test that the
effect of sunshine and shadow on them was so great as to throw
great question on the reliability of the reference observations.
It would have been impossible to use the standard bar unless
enough were available to supply one for each'gage line established.
Temperature effect on the bridge membens ^s well as on the instru-
ment was finally provided for by taking two sets of zero observa—
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tions f observations when the load was off the bridge), one "before
and one after the load had been on the structure. If there was
a difference between the zero observations taken before and after
the load was applied it v/as assumed that the variation thus indi-
cated was proportional to the time elapsing. Accordingly, the
time at which each series of readings was begun was noted and the
difference between observations under load and simultaneous zero
observations was obtained by adding or subtracting the proportion-
al change between zero observations to the difference between the
observations under load and one of the two sets of zero observa-
tions. For example, in investigating the stress in I'lLi, the
first set of zero observations began at E:40, the observations
under load began at 2:55, and the second set of zero observations
began at 3:04. The interval of time between -abto observations was
therefore 24 minutes. The interval between first zero observa-
tions and observations under load was 15 minutes.
Referring to gage line LTo . 1, it is found that the obS'e'2ivsi:ioii
for length of this line increased six divisions in 24 minutes.
Under the assumption of uniform change, this zero observation at
the time when the load observation was taken would be 15/24 x 6
divisions, or 3.6 divisions larger than formerly. As the
observation under load is less than the zero observation, this
means that the difference between simultaneous zero and load
observations on Gage Line IIo. 1 wiai be 3.6 divisions larger
than the difference between the first zero observations
and the
ob^iervation under load for this gage lino, rnd so 3.6
is the
correction added to this difference to obtain the
corrected dif-
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ference
.
The loading used on this test consisted of one Llikado engine
weighing 225 tons followed "by two hep.vy coal cars and a cahoose.
Only once wan the cahoose on the span tested and then but one
wheel cane on the bridge. The load was used on the north bound
or the south bound track, depending upon the position of loads
which gave the rnaximuLi stress in the inenber tested. On one
occasion, when UeLs was tested, the cars were uncoupled and the
engine alone was used as the test load. Plate Kl is a moment
diagram for the test loads applied and v/as used in calculating
stresses. Plate K2 shows the positions of the wheel loads as
used in determining the observed stresses.
The test data i« given in the following tables pnd the
computed stresses are given immediately afterward. Table
compares the computed and observed stresses for the test members.
Discussion of Results .—The results show that the loose
members took little or no stress. For example, when VqLq was
tested, it was found that in the Sast truss the east bar was
practically unstressed, while the west bar took the double lo>ad.
Similarly, the east bar of the west truss of U3L4 was unstressed,
while the west bar took the double stress of nearly 19,000 lb.
per sq.in. In this same member, the east bar of the east truss
was stressed to an intensity of about 8000 lb. per sq.in., while
the west bar received anstress of over 11,000 lb. per sq.in. A
similar condition existed in U5L5 where the west bar of the
west truss received a stress of little more than 2000 lb. per
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sq.in., while the east bar was stressed to an average of nearly
12,000 Ih. per sq.in. The stresses in the lov/er chord are much
more uniform, hut even here one har is stressed considerably
below the average stress in the other bars. A study of the
individual readings for U2U3 reveals a slight eccentricity of
loading, the stress at the lower points averaging between 10^
and 15^;^ lower than at the upper points. Part of this difference
is due to the deflection of the member; the remainder to secondary
stresses, or eccentricity of loading or to both.
Table K9 shows a gratif^^ing agreement between stresses
in the same member as observed in successive tests, the difference
rarely exceeding 600 lb. per sq.in. There is also a very close
agreement between the observed and computed stresses in the
hangers U^Li end UQU3 where the greatest variation in the stresses
in individual members occurs. There is, however, a considerable
variation between the observed and computed stresses in the
diagonals, lower chords pnd upper chords, the computed stress
being greater in the first two. cases and less in the last case
than the observed stresses. It can be readily £5hown that this
may be due to the fact that the floor system takes part of the
lower chord stress, this amount being transmitted to it by mef^ns
of shear in the vertical members. If this be true, the lower
chord stresses and the diagonal stresses would be reduced pro-
portionately. Also, the line of action of the resultant tension
t
in the chords would be shifted so as to rediice the effective
depth of the truss, thereby increasing the stresses in the top
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ch6rcl.
The following table enables a comparison to be made of the
ratios between the observed and computed unit stresses in the
lower chords and in the diagonals.
Table KIO.
Series fl) Series (2)
Ivlember Observed Computed Batio Observed Computed Katio
Stress Stress in Stress Stress in
lb. per sq.in. lb. per percent lb. per lb. per percent
sq.in. sq.in. sg.in.
Eeavy
L3L4
Light
U3L4
Eeavy
Light
Heavy
Light
5265
4603
9557
9328
8511
7079
6410
5910
11030
10280
9760
9000
82
79
86.5
89.9
85.2
78.5
6865
5980
8320 82.5
7680 78
Summarizing the results in the table, the average ratios
are as follows: for L3L4 - 80.4^; for U3L4 - 88.2^; for U6L5
- 81.9^, making an average for the two diagonals U3L4 and U5L5
of 85^. It would be expected that not all of the stress in the
floor would be transmitted through shear in the upper part of the
post, but that some stress would come to it through shear in
the lower end of the post to which it is transmitted by the dia-
gonal. This seems to be borne out by the percentages above.
They shov;, however, that by far the larger part of the tension
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in the floor was transmitted through shear in the upper part
of the post.
The effect of this distribution of the tension "between the
lower chord and the floor system would he to raise the line of
action of the resultant of the tensile forces and thus decrease
the effective depth. This in turn would increase the forces of
the resisting couple pnd therefore increase the unit stress in
the upper chord.
If it he assumed that the floor carries 20fo and the lower
chord 60^ of the total tensile stresses, the new effective
depth is easily obtained. On Plate it is found that the cente
line of the main stringers is E' 9" above the center line of the
lower chord. The new effective depth then will equal 26'- 0"
- ZOfo X 2'- 9" = 25'- 5.4". The total stress, and therefore the
26' 0"
unit stress in the upper chord will be
^^
^„
or 1.02 times
the former computed value. 1.02 x 7020 = 7160 lb. per sq.in.
stress in heavily loaded truss as against 7705 lb. per sq.in.
observed. 1.02 x 6400 = 6610 lb. per sq.in. stress in lightly
loaded truss as against 6782 lb. per sq.in. observed. 1.02 x
6740 = 6875 lb. per sq.in. average for both trusses, as against
7244 lb. per sq.in. observed, a difference of but 369 lb. per
sq.in.
The longest interval between the two sots of zero readings
was 45 minutes, which occurred on the first series of readings
for U^L^^ fj^ij^Q greatest difference in zero readings also occurred
here, being 11.5 divisions, equivalent to ^ihe t(ieformation due to
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a stress of 1150 lb. per sq.in. It is quite conceivable that
this change in length due to change in temperature over such a
period of time might not "be proportional to the elapsed time
as has been assumed and an error of as much as 500 lb. per sq.in
might enter into the observed stresses. However, the average
time between zero readings was only 15 minutes and the average
variation was not more than 5 divisions , equivalent to a deformati
due to a stress of only 500 lb. per sq.in. It is therefore safe
to assume that an error of more than 100 lb. per sq.in. to 200
lb. per sq.in. due to the method used in this test for making
temperature corrections is improbable.
:in
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Kankakee Bridge
TABLE Kl.
Table giving Location and Marks of Gage Lines in Trusses.
Gage In Location Location
Line Member
^.v^unux j^^^^ Member
± CC li TT T.
^in R E
•5? A. AO oG ft » VIII tl Tl Tt
5 & 6w CX* w n E n Tl w
7 A. ft ft w11 II II Tl
4.1 A- 4-? TToLo E n Tl E
*±0 OC *X*T II If tt
Tl E
45 & 46 If E TI Tt ii
47 & 48 ti W If Tl Tl
9 & 10 U3L4 E TI tt E
11 & 12 ti ^ TTV TT E
13 & 14 ti E tl IT W
15 & 16 11 W tl n n
17 & 18 E Tl If E
19 & 20 UgLg W Bar of E Truss
21 & 22 " E " " W "
23 & 24 " " " W
25 & 26 L3L4 E " " E "
37 & 28 " Middle E Bar of
E Truss
29 & 30 " Middle W Bar of
E Truss
31 & 32 " W Bar of W Truss
33 & 34 " E " " W "
35 & 36 " Middle E Bar of
W Truss
37 & 38 " Middle W Bar of
W Truss
39 & 40 " W Bar of W Truss
U1U2U3
U4 & Us ^2^3
^ast Truss
' West Truss
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CALCULATIOII OF STRESSES IIT miBEES
Distribution of Train Load to Trusses.
Referring to sketch ofBrldg© floor.
When train is on North Bound Track:-
West Truss takes
East Truss takes
Conversely when train is on South Bound Track:—
East Truss takes ASfo of total load, and
West Truss " 52% " "
As wheel loads in moment diagram are for one rail only, when
train is on llorth bound tracks.
East Truss takes 104^ of the stress due to load on one rail,
and West Truss takes 96% of the stress due to load on one rail
only
.
Conversely, when train is on South bound tracks
East Truss takes 96% of the stress due to loads on one rail
only , and
West Truss takes 104^ of the stress due to loads on one rail
only.
Stress in UiLi and UpLfi
«
Wheel (3) at and Wheel (3) at Lq,
Load on Hanger = 27,000(1 + ( 18 '-7 "-5 ' -6 " ) + ( 18 '-7"-11 ' )
^
"
+27,500{ 18 '-7 "-6 '-6
"
18»_7n ) +14, 000 X 27,000+
157+91
223

51
jr 27,000-*^ X 27,500+211 x 14,000 = 27,000+30,600+17,950+3,330
223
= 78,880#.
Average Unit Stress = "^^^^^^ = 11,267 lb. per sq.in.
7
Unit Stress in UiLi East and UqLq V/est = 104 x 11,267 = 11,730 lb
per sq.in.
Unit Stress in V-^L-^ West and U2L2 ^^^^ = 96 x 11,^67 = 10,820 lb.
per sq.in.
Stress in U3L4
Wheel (2) at L4.
Length of load on bridge = 5 x 18'-7"+8'-8"«92'--ll"+8'-8"
= 101 '-7".
Using lloment Diagram
T?T =
(10.774.000+261,70 x 101 '-7"-79 '-5 I/2") ^ gg qqq.
167 '-3"
Shear in Panel L3L4 = 98,900-14,000 x fgrT?" = 92,400.
Total Stress in L3L4 =92,400 ^/T26T^ ( 18 . ^2f.i=^ ;,=i:^3, 700 lb,
(26)** 26
Average unit stress-both trusses»~|^-==10, 700 lb. per sq.in.
Unit stress—West Truss « 1.04 x 10,700 = 11,030 lb. per sq.ir
Unit stress—East Truss = .96 x 10,700 = 10,280 " " "
Stress in U^L^.
Wheel (10) at L5. Cars are detached from engine and are not
on bridge.
I?To= 7.464,000 + 225.000 x (4 x 18'-7") « 144,500 lb.
167'-3"
Shear in panel L5L6 = 144.500 - 225,000 = 81,000 lb.

52
Total stress in U^Ls = 81,000 x = 99,750 lb.
Average Unit Stress in Uele =
^loHz = ^^^^ sq.in.
Unit Stress—West Truss = 9580 x 1.04 = 9760 lb. per sq.in.
Unit Stress—East Truss = 9380 x .96 = 9000 lb. per sq.in.
Stress in U2U3and Lc^L^ .
Wheel fl) at Lq*
Moment at L3- | x(36, 564, 000+377, 240 x 4'-l0 1/2") - (4.940,00C
+182,500 X 3'-9 1/2")
« ix(3G, 564, 000+1, 837, 000) - (4,940,000+694,000)
o
« 12,800.000-5,634,000=7,166,000 ft. lb.
Total Stress in UgUg and LgL4=
'^''^ g^*^^^ = 276,000 lb.
Average Unit Stress in UgU^^ = ^^"^^ sq.in.
Unit Stress—West Truss = 1.04 x 6740 = 7020 lb. per sq.in.
Unit Stress—^East Truss = .96 x 6740 = 6480 lb. per sq.in.
Average Stress in L3L4 = ^^^^^ ^000 lb. per sq.in.
Unit Stress—^West Truss = 8000 x 1.04 = 8320 lb. per sq.in.
Unit Stress—^East Truss = 8000 x .96 = 7680 lb. per sq.in.
Stress in L3L4
.
T/heel (2) at L4.
Moment at L3 = 98,900 x 55.75 = 6,520,000 ft. lb.
5,520,000
Total Stress in L3L4 = ' = 212,000 lb.
212 000
Average Unit Stress in L3L4 = 34I5 = ^^^^ * P®"*
Unit Stress—West Truss = 6150 x 1.04 = 6410 lb. per sq.in.
Unit Stress—^East Truss = 6150 x .96 = 5910 lb. per sq.in.

Plate 114.
Zankakoe Bridge \7ith Tent Train Load in Place for
Observations on Ilangcr UiLi*
I
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Test of north Avenue Bridge
The North Avenue Bridge of the C. LI. & St. P. Railway over
the North Branch of the Chicago river is a unique structure.
Jt is a counterbalanced draw span with one long leaf and one
very short one. The reactions of its short leaf are transmitted
to a steel framework from which is suspended a block of concrete
as a coujiterv/eight . Because there is no pier reaction at the
end of the short span this bridge acts imder dead load as a
balanced cantilever. As will be shown later, the long leaf acts
as a simple beam under live load. Fig. Nl and the sketches on
Plates n2 show construction of the bridge.
This test was undertaken as a result of a derailment on
the bridge which bent some of the diagonal eyebars so that severe
local stresses might be expected on them. Plate 1115 shows the
extent of these bends.
The procedure in this test was as follows. Ten-inch gage
lines were established on the top and bottom of all of the diagon-
al bars in the second, third and fourth panels of the channel
span, on both trusses, in all of the bars of the east truss and
two of the bars of the west truss in the fifth panel. Beside
these, tv;o gage lines were established in post U3L3 and two in
I
the chord L3L4 . Several other lines were established later,
on the flat sides of one of the bars of Diagonal L3U4 which was
bent in both directions and they will be considered separately.
Plate N2 and the accompanying table show the location of the

Plate HI.
Forth Avenue Bridge.
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Plate 113.
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58
gage lines in the truss.
To determine the effect of the end Itft on the stresses in
the structure, readings were taken on the hridge when the ends
.swtmg freely and again when the end lifts were in place. 7or
the reasons given in the discussion of the test on the Zankakee
hridge, the standard bar was dispensed with, corrections being
obtained by a second series of readings or by taking a duplicate
set of readings under zero load. The first method was used
when the train load was applied rnd the second when determining
the action of the end lift.
The train load consisted of a C. II. & St. P. I5 engine and
two cars of broken stone, ^^.ffort was rmde to obtain considerable
unit stresses on the various members under this load and to
this end the engine was sometimes headed toward the cars and
sometimes away from them. Plate 113 shows the weights of the
engine and cars and the spacing of the individual loads, and
includes a table of moments and lopds for use in the calculation
of stresses.
The work of testing was delayed considerably by the very
heaver freight traffic on the bridge, involving in a few cases,
considerable lapse of time between initial readings and load
readings
.
As the train load was only available for half a day the
work was done with the greatest rapidity consistent with accurate
measurements.
The following tables include the data taken from test and
the results obtained therefrom.
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Special Readings as trains other than Test
Train passed over Bridge
Gage Line
D
D
D
D
D
11
13
15
15
35
17
36
20
21
33
33
35
35
35
33
33
E
E
E
Engine No.
1504
7608
1526
7616
1504
1504
1210
1504
1346
7600
7104
7613
7613
7102
2-7613 & 7100
1210
Type
2-8-0
C-6-0
2-8-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
3-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
0-6-0
Stress
1800 T.
1200 T.
1500
4200
2400 C.
1800 T. then. 2400 C,
2700 T.
3600 T.
1800 C. then 1200 T.
2100
2400
1800 C. then 8400* T
10,800* C.
2100 T. then 6000* C
4800 T.
3000 T.
The 0-6-0 engines are similar to the I5 engine used on
this test. They are rather light engines.
The 2-8-0 engines are heavy freight engines the loading
"being about equivalent to Cooper's E55 loading,
D 35 E and D 35 W were gage lines on the middle of the
flat sides of the twisted bar on L3U4 at a point of twist. The
stresses would not be considered serious.
The hi.o-he8t stresses found during the test.
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Analysis and Discusv'^lon of Tests
Dead Load Stresses due to Lifting Ends The weights of the
various members of the hridge were calculated from the detailed
drawings of the "bridge. The weights of the important memhers
were figured with precision, hut in figuring the weights of some
of the bracing, a percentage was added to the weight of the main
section to allow for details, the percentage "being obtained by
study of the weights of those members whose weights were calcu-
lated precisely. Plate IT4 shows the apex loads resulting
therefrom.
The bridge rests upon two transverse girders at L5 and Lgj^,
which in turn transmit the weight of the bridge to a circular
drum. Assuming equal reactions on the tv/o girders, s6 that the
resultant passes through the center of the drum, the concrete
counterweight was found to bo 100 tons in weight. This is the
condition when the ends swing freely. If now the end lifting
machinery raises the end of the bridge any considerable amount,
the bridge will tend to lift off of the girder at L^ and the
whole reaction will take place through the girder at L^^, the
resultant of the forces acting on the bridge being shifted
from the center of the pivot to LeA or through a distance of
8' 6". That is, the effect of the uplift at 1.^ is such as to
overcome a moment about L^^ equal to the weight of the bridge
times 8' 6". The weight of the bridgo is 322,500 lb.
Then 322,500 x 8.5 = R x 143,whence = 19,000 lb.
The shears in panels LqI]^, ^^i^-'O' ^'2-^3' •'"'3'^4' ^•'4-^5
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to this reaction are obtained from the stress diagram on Plate
R5. TahlellO shows the relation het-ween these shears and those
found "by test.
Discussion of Results The following facts are derived
from a study of the results and of Tahleijg.
fl) The difference between the observed and calculated unit
stresses is within the limits of accuracy of the instrument in
every case except that of the bottom chord. This discrepancy is
partly due to the fact that the floor takes considerable compres-
sion, to the few gage lines in the chord and to the low stresses
on the structure.
(2) The low value of the observed shear in the first panel
may be due to play in the end pins or in the end floor bean
connection by which the lower chord would transmit part of the
uplift at the end to L2.
(3) Although the end lifts raised the end of the bridge
through 2 l/4 inches, it is quite possible that there was still
some slight reaction at L6 . This would reduce the uplifting
force to something less than 19,O0D lb . and this is fairly con-
sistently borne out by the results of the test.
(4) In this test, as in the one in which train loadings were
used, it was found that the coimters took considerable stress.
It was therefore impossible to compare calculated and observed
stresses in the individual diagonals, as the counter would take
no stress whatever theoretically. Therefore as a basis of com-
parison the computed vertical shear in each panel, was compared
with the observed vertical shear and in the tables of stresses,
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the average stresses given assume that the diagonals and counters
share the stress equally.
Stresses due to Locomotive Loading .—At first glance, this
bridge would appear to act as a continuous beani of four supports.
The strut (L7 - Ly^J .liowever , is of so light construction that it
cannot take compression. Therefore the bridge becomes a contin-
uous bridge of two unequal sppns. If a load nov/ comes on the
channel span, its effect on the reactions may be obtained by means
of the theorem of three moments. It can be shovm that p load appliec
anywhere between Lq and L^ will cause dov/nv/ard pressures at Lq and
L5 and rn uplift at L^^, If loads enough are applied on the span
L^Lg, the resultant uplift at Le^ will finally overcome the dead
load pressure at that point and L^g. will be lifted from the pier.
Then the bridge acts as a beam with two supports, with an overhang-
ing portion extending beyond one of them, and the effect of any
loads on the span may be calculated as in the ordinary manner for a
simple beam. The influence line for the reaction at L^g^ as a load
passes from Lq to Lq is given on Plate N6 . By its aid the calcula-
tions on Plates K8, 1T9, ITIO, and Kll were made to vShow that
the bridge does act theoretically as a simple beam under every
position of the train loadings used in this test, and calculations
for stresses were made On that basis. The above plates give these
calculations for the various members and compare the calculated
shear per panal with the observed shear. These coEiparisons are
made also in TableN'3^ which compares also the average computed
stresses in the diagonals with the observed stresses. The following
conclusions are drawn from the data:
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(1) The calculated and observed stresses in the diagonals
agree within the limits of accuracj^ of the instrument used.
(2) The observed stresses in the vertical posts are much
lower thaii the calculated stresses. T/hen it is considered, however
that the counters transmit considerable stress and this goes from
diagonal to diagonal without being transmitted through the vertical
post at all, this phenomenon is to be expected.
(3) The observed chord stresses are much lower than the cal-
culated stresses. This bears out the conclusion thnt the floor
system, particularly under rather low stress, carries much of the
stress v/hich is assumed to be carried by the lower chord.
Effect of Loose and Bent Bars A study of Plate 1112 in
connection with the data sheets brings forth the following
interesting facts.
Panel LiL2:-The bent bar in U1L2 takes only 40?^ as much
stress as the undJ^maged bar. The tight counters in this panel
loosen up under stress, as is readily seen in the high compressive
unit stresses observed in them under load. The compressive stress
in this case is in reality only a reduction on the initial tensile
stress
.
Panel L2L3:- In this panel nearly all of the stress was
transmitted through the counters pnd the little passing through
the main diagonals was of the wrong sign, being compression
rather than tension. This indicates loose tension members. The
stress in the bent bar wps somewhat less than in the uninjured
one. The stress in the top of this bar was nearly four times as
large as the stress in the bottom, a condition that theoretically
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should "be reversed.
Ppnel —Again the dp.nmged inside h^r takes less stress
than the outside bar. hecomes the counter under this loading
and carries almost the same unit-stress in compression that the
main member does in tension. This may be due to the fact that it
is stressed in tension under dead load and the relieving of this
tension is indicated as a compression by the strain gage.
Panel L4L5 :—The most uniform distribution of stress observed
was found in this panel, in which there were no counters.
Train Loads Other than the Test Load V/henever traffic
demanded the use of the bridge, the test train was removed to a
side track, necessitating a halt in the progress of the test.
Headings were then taken at various points as the traffic lopds
passed over the bridge. The resulting stresses are tabulated in
Table N18. The stresses were very low. When a pair of tandem
engines passed over the bridge the greatest observed stress in
L33 was but 4800 lb. per sq.in.
The highest stresses obtained during the test were obtained
on gage lines placed at the middle of the west bar of member
L3U4 of the east truss. The lines were located at a sharp bend
in the bar. Stresses of 6000 lb. per sq.in. compression, 8400 lb.
per sq.in. tension, and 10,800 lb. per sq.in. compression were
obtained when heavy engines passed over the bridge.
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TalDle 1119.
STRESSES DUE TO LOC0I.I0TIVE LOADIHG.
Comparison "between Shears in Panels and Unit Stresses
in Llembers of Truss as Calculated and as Observed.
Llember Calculated Average
or Shear in Calculated
Panel Panel Stress in
pounds Diagonals
lb, per sq»in.
Observed Stress
in Members
lb.per sq.in.
Observed
Shear
in Panel
U1L2
L4L5
63,050
22,600
43,930
60,900
3730
1350
2230
3080
LiUo
L2U1
L0U3
L4U3
I'4^5
- 2260C
~ 4160T
_ 3094G
_ 225C
- 1620
- 1300
- 3570
57,650
28,825
30,670
70,500
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PlPte II 13
View of one of the Bent Bnrs —
Worth Avenue Bridge.

TEST OF THE 631) STHEET ELEVATED HAILV/AY.
In the course of an invest igat ion of the elevated railway
system of a large city it was found that 6-in. x 3/4-in. bars were
used as counters on some of the stringer trusses and were often
subjected to a very considerable compressive stress, more, in fact,
than they would stand, theoretically considered. For example,
the length of these bars center to center of intersections was
about 50 in. Using Euler's Formula for round ended columns, a
bar 6 in. x 3/4 in. and 50 in. long would withstand but 10,180 lb.
If it were assumed that the columns were fixed ended the critical
load became 40,720 lb. Using Ketchum's straight line formula
P/A = 16,000 - 70i, 1 = 164.5 whence P/A = 4500 lb. per sq.in. and
P = 20,300 lb. If now we assume that the elastic limit of the
material were 32,000 lb. per sq.in.,P would be 40,600 lb. This
was much less than the inaxii.um load thst the member would be re-
quired to withstand.
It was considered that some light upon the subject would be
obtained by measuring the stress in the members when under load
by the use of a strain gage and a convenient 50-ft. truss was
selected for such a test.
The location selected was decided upon because at this point
there are three tracks, the outside ones being used for regular
traffic, while the middle track is used for car storage and
emergencies. At the time this test was made this middle track
was used as a practise track on which motormen were being trained
in the use of equipment.
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Ten-inch gage lines were established in the upper chord,
UgUv, the lower chord, LyLQ, and the counter,
L7U7, on hoth the
north and south trusses of the midc'le of the three
tracks. A
total of 28 gage lines were established.
The loading used consisted of two motor cars weighing
68,500
lb. each. 14.000 lb. of this consisting of a motor
resting on
the front trucks. During the test the motor ends of
the two cars
were coupled together so as to give the heaviest possible
loading,
The cars, of course, were not loaded.
Plate Kl gives the general dimensions of the truss
and the
wheel concentrations resiilting from the applied load.
Plate E2
shows the location of the gage lines and gives the
composition
of the members tested. Plate E3 shows how the
loads were placed
on the bridge for each of the three tests made. Plate
E4 is a
photograph showing the member under test. It will be
noted
that the concentrations for the web members are such as
to give
a compressive stress in each of them.
The following tables contain the data obtained during
the
test 4
Calculation of Theoretical Stresses
Chord Stresses UeU? and L7L8.
vmeel (4) at U?:-
lloments about U7= 10, 3l0f 21'-l|+29 '-l|+35 '-l|+13'-lf
)
X _10,310(8.14)=98.45xl0.3l0xJ^ - 227.000 =
560.000
= 360,000 ft. lb.
*^.trppq In t/ L =
^^^y^
-- = 7500 lb. per sq.in.otress m ^t^^q:
^^.^g ^ 12.88
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27 '—Oxn
Moment about L7 - 98.45 x 10,310 x -^OTT " ^^^^^^ ^ (22-3.9)
= 360,800 ft. Ih.
Stres. in UgU, = T^^fl^M = ^^00 It. per s^.m.
Stresses in diar^onal UsI"? »
\Vheel (3) at U^.
Shear in Panel = right reaction (Ee)«
^2 = ^|S^f25'-o|^19'-0^11'-0|+5'-o|)= 12.400 lb. ,
Stress in U^L^ = 12.400 x = 13,900 lb.
1 3 900
Unit stress in U^L^ = - -^'^^ = 3100 lb. per sq-in.
If load is supposed distributed over three ties, 12" apart
1 1
center to center, shear would be decreased by 3.94 x 3 x 10,310
870 lb. or shear = 12,400 - 870 = 11,530 lb.
Stress in U^Uv = 11.530 x |^ = 12.900 lb.
Unit stress in U5L7 = 12. 900 = 2,880 lb. per sq.in.
4»6
Stress in Counter U7L7*
Wheel (6) at U7.
Shear in panel = left reaction =
= X (21 '-11+15 '-ll +7'-lf"+l'-l|") = 9170 lb
Stress in U7L7 = 91V0 x = 10.250,
Unit stress in U7L7 =
^^^tf^ =
^'^^^
If load is supposed distributed over three ties
Shear becomes 9170 - 870 = 8300 lb.
Stress in U7L7 = 8300 x |^ = 9320.
Unit stress in U7L7 = = 2070 lb.
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Plate E4.
Taking Otservations under Load-on the
63d Elevated Hailway.
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TaLle El.
S3RD ST. ELEVATED RAILROAD
Test Readings for stress in Diagonal UsL?
per us 3
Average
Two Trusses
line
Time j DIN J _ P_2N_J D4N : DIG :^ D2 S_J D3S : D4S
Load off : 11:45 : 0280 : 0755 : 0467 : 3905 : 1080 : 0425 : 1800 : 0.415
Load on : 12:10 : 0330 : 0765 ; 1125 : 0405 : 1850 :'0440
Load off : 12:85 : 0300 0750 : 0525 :3890 : 1078 •:0405 : 1.785 •0410
Di fference
;
4.5 :1.0 .:4.8 :-0.5 : 4.5 :-2.0 :5.0 :2.5
Correction "-1.0 :+0.3 •-3.6 :+1.0 • : 4-1,0 :+1.0 •+0.3
Corrected
:6.C •2.8Di fference :3. 5 •1.3 :+0.5 :4.5 :-l,0
Stress ;2100C :780C
* r-
^2880 isOOC :2700C :6C0T :3600C
:1680C
Average
per bar- : 1440C
.
: 1C50C : 264UC
1590C
1845C
1680
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?al)lc E2.
63RD ST. ELEVATED R/. INROAD
Test Readings for Top Chord Stresses
Average
per bar
Average
per truss
Gage
Line
Time : TCIN : TC2N : TC3N : TC4N : TCIS: TC2S : TC3S
Load off: 10:35 : 1.265: 0.940 : 1.170: 0.743 : :0. 615: 0.900:
Load on : 11:00 : 1.280: 1.055*
:
1.250: 0.870 : :0.670i 0930
Load off' 11:30 ""1.205 •0.940 •1,200 •0.780 : •0.660 : 0945
Difference :1.5 :11. 5 :8.0 •12.7 : •6.0 : 9.0
Correction :3.0 : •-1.5 •-l.B : :-2.2 •-2.2
Corrected
Difference •4.5 •11.5 :6. 5 •10.9 : •3.8 : 6,8
Stress :2700C •59000* :3900c :6540C : :2280C •4080
4800C 5220C
5010C
2280C
TC4S
1370
1480
1380
11.0
-0.5
10.5
6300
5190C
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TalDle E3.
63RD ST. ELEVATED RAILROAD
Test Readings for Bottom ChiQ^d Stresses
Gage :
Line :
BC3S: BC4S
:
lime • RC3TJ'i_) O w iM 1 BC4N" EGIS
;
BG2S'
Load off : 10:30 : 1.405: 1.285 0.790; 10575: 0.810. 0.200 03275" 0.025
Loa,d on : 10:45 : 1, 360: 1.265 : 0. 750: 1.025: 0. 730" 0.145! 0.360: 3.950
Load off : 11:15 : 1.480; 1.345 : 0.840 •1,135; 0.737 0.225 :0.337! 0.050
Difference: 3. 5 ; 2.0 '4.0 •3.25 8.0 •5.5 :6,75
•:7.5
riorreGti on \ 5.0 • 4.0 :3.3 •5.2 •4.8 1,6 : .70 \l,6
Corrected ;
•7.45 •9.1Di f ference' 8.1 :6.0 7.3 :8.45 •8.0 •7.1
Stress 5100T :3600T :4380T : 5C70T :4800T :4260T :4470T :5460T
Average
per tar : 4350T : 4725T : 4530T : 4965T
Average
•
•
•
per Chord 4538T 4748T
Average
•
•
•
•
both Ctords
•
4643T
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Table FA,
63RD ST. ELEVATED RAILROAD
Teat Readings for stress in Counter U7L7
Gage Line:
CIN
_
_; CSN __:__ClS__i C2S
T r! "F "F 1 11:35 : 0.935 : 1,180 : 0.410 : 3.805
Load on ' 12:00 : 0.945 : 1.220 : 0,430 : 3.825
Load of i" • 13:20 : 0.930 : 1.170 : 0.410
• 3.815
Difference : 1.0 4.0 \ 2.0 : 2.0
Correction : : 0.3 : 0.6 : •-0.6
Corrected Diffarence : 1.3 : 4.6 : 2.0 : 1.4
Stress
Average per Truss
• 780C :2760C : 1300C : 840C
:
1" ?0C : 102<00
Average tv/o trusses
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Table P:5.
Comparison of Observed and Calculated
:
Unit Stresses.
Llember
Unit Stress. l"b .per sc[.in. Kaxio UDberveoL
Stress to Gal-Calculated Observed
7500 5000 .667
L7LQ 7500 4643 .620
U6L7 2860 1680 .585
U7L7 2070 1400 .687
Discussion of_ Results Comparison of observed and computed
stresses. The table above lists the unit-stresses in the various
monbers, as observed pnd as computed. There is a considerable
difference in results and the probable rensons for them are as
follows
:
(1) The weights of the cars used may be too high. The
weights used are those in use in the engineers office of the
Elevated IJailways Company and are based upon actual weights of
the type of car used. Theocars used <Dn this test, however, were
not specially weighed for this purpose.
(2) The trainmen asserted that the motors of the two cars
were placed together. This was not verified and it will be
noticed that if the motors had been placed so that they were on
wheels 1, 2, 7 and 8 instead of on wheels 3, 4, 5, and 6, the
calculated and observed stresses would check very closely as the
ratio of the light wheel load to the hepvy one is 0.66.
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This test was made with too great speed for satisfactory
results. Pressure was brought to "bear, "both "bj the railroad and
by the testing officials^ to rush the work. It was impossible for
the experimenters to verify all of the preliminary data.
The close agreement between the observed chord stresses, r.nd
the ratios bet7/oen the observed and calculated stres:-es in both
chords and web members indicate that the observed stresses are
probably reliable. The variation in the observed stress in the
various components of the chord members are well within the
limits of the instrument iised . I
Conclusions .
Tests on Buildings .
The following conclusions may be drawn from the tests on
the buildings described in this thesis.
(1) It will be dangerous to attempt such tests without some
cooperation on the part, of the erectors. 7/ith such cooperation it
would have been possible to lay aside the members tested in the
Armory arches so that the zero observations could be made with
more deliberfition. Also by a little more cooperation, such
unfortunate conditions ps gage holes filled with mud might be
avoided
.
(2) In general. in the type of building tested, the dead load
stresses in steel structures will be too low, to allow of any
close comparative approximation betvveen theoretical and observed
stresses. A known variation of 500 lb. per sq.in. in unit-stresse i
of 3000 lb. per sq.in. to 4000 lb. per sq.in. would render them
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useless froi.i the theoretical standpoint. Also, a riveted struc-
ture might behave much differently under heavy load th^-.i under
light load. As an assurance of safety, however, such tests may
be of great value.
Tests on Bridges .
The tests on bridges show that the strain gage can be used
here with much value. It can be used as an aid to theoretical
investigation or as a s^^fety appliance, to render assurance of the
safety of a bridge under load.
As an aid to the action of stresses in structures, mention
might be made of the demonstration, in the Kankakee bridge^ of the
distribution of lower chord stresses between the floor and the
lower chords, and, in the north Avenue Bridge, of the distribution
of the web stresses between diagonals and counters.
As a safety appliance, it has shovrn conclusivelj'- tliat a
non-uniform distribution of stress between the individual compon-
ents of the various trus?' members, ."would be detectai- •:; . and the
absence of dangerous stresses in the damaged members of the Korth
Avenue bridge in Chicago gave assurance of its safety.
That is, its use may on one hand point to the necessity for
immediate repairs to or condemnation of a bridge; or on the other
hand, it may, with its indication of low stresses, as in the
north Avenue bridge, give assurance of the safety of a structure,
whose safety may be under question.
The indications given in this thesis that the floor system
of a bridge assists the lower chord in resisting the tensile
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stresses due to flexure, suggests a future possible modification
in design of such mem"bers, with a resulting econoniy of material.
It is in such use?! that the strain gage can "be of great service
to theoreticians pnd designers.



